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discipline of the Anglican as the genuine lepre
sentative of the Catholic Church See Church oi
England
£nglo Catholicism To Queen Elizabeth I the
Church of England was that of the middle
way in which human reason and commonsense
took their place beside Scripture and Church
authority The extent to which these virioue
factors ore stressed crtate the distinctions be
tween high and low church Anglo
Catholics tend to reject the term Piote, tant
and trees the term C"tholic and Hhough
fev accept the infJhbiiity of the Pope some
-inglo C ithohc churches have introduced n. uch
or all of the Roman ritual and teach Hom-in
rtoemas See Catholicism Ttactarianism.
* nimism To early man and hi primitive societies
the distinction between animate and inanimate
objects was not always obvious—it is not
enough to say that living thmgs move and non
living things do not for leaves blow about in
the wind and streams flow down a hillside In
the religions of early societies therefore we find
a tendency to believe that life exists in all
objacts from rocks and pools to seas and moun
tarns This belief is technically known as
animalism which, differs from animism a
somewhat more sophisticated view which holds
that natural objects have no life in themselves
but in ay be the abode of dead people spirits
or gods who occasionally give them the appear
ance of life The classic example of this of
course is the assumption that an erupting
volcano is an expression of anger on the part of
the god who resides in it Such beliefs may
seem absurd today but it is worth realising that
we are not entirely free of them ourselves when
we ascribe personalities of a limited kind to
motor cars boats dolls or models which incur
our pleasure or anger depending upon how well
they behave
Anthropomorphism, the ascription of human
physical and moral qualities to God or gods (in
psychology to gods or animals) Psychologists
use the term Anthropopathv for the ascription of
<mch qualities specifically to the Deity
Anthroposonhy a school of religious and philo
sophical thought based on the work of the Ger
man educationist and mystic Rudolf Sterner
(1861-1925) Sterner was originally an adherent
of Madame Blavatsky s theosophical movement
(see Theosophy) but in 1913 broke away to form
his own splinter group the Anthroposophical
Society following ideological disputes over the
alleged divinity of the Indian boy Krishna
murti Sterner was much influenced by the
German poet and scientist Goethe and believed
that an appreciation and love for art was one of
the keys to spiritual development One of the
first tasks of his new movement was the con
struction of a vast temple of arts and sciences
known as the Goetheanum to act as the head
quarters of the society This structure which
was of striking and revolutionary architectural
style was unfortunately burnt down in 1922 to
be replaced by an even more imaginative one
which today is one of the most interesting
buildings of its kind in the world Anthropo
sophy which ceased to expand greatly following
its founder s death is nevertheless well estab
hshed in various parts of the world with special
ised and often very well equipped schools and
clinics which propagate the educational and
therapeutic theories of the movement These
which include the allegedly beneficial powers of
music, coloured lights etc have made little
impact on modern educational ideas, but the
schools have acquired a reputation for success
in the training of mentally handicapped child
ren though one suspects that these successes
are due to the patience and tolerance exercised
in these establishments rather than to the
curative value of colour or music therapy
itself Despfteits apparent eccentricities anthro
posophy has made its mark on art and architec-
ture the outstanding modern painter Kandm
sky for example being particularly influenced
by Steiner s ideas and teachings
Anticlericallsm resentment of priestly powers and
privileges traceable in England to Wycufs
insistence in the 14th cent on the right of all
men. to have access to the Scriptures, The
translation of the Bible into the common
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tongue was a great landmark m the history of
the Bible and the ILngush language Wichf s
principles were condemned by the Roman
Church of his time but were readily accepted
during the Reformation Tudor anticlericalimi
arose from motives ranging from a greedy desire
to plunder the riches of the Church to a tenuina
dislike of the powers of the priesthood whose
spiritual courts still had the right to decide on
points of doctrine or morals in an age when the
layman felt he was well able to decide for him
self In innumerable ways the Church was per
nutted to extort money from the laity It is
generally agreed sayt, Trevelran that the Una'
submission of church to st-te m England wa~
motivated quite as much by anticlencahun as
by Protestantism The rise of the Reformed
churches m England satisfied the people
generally and ant clericalism never became the
fixed principle of permanent parties as hap
pened m France and Italy from the time of
Voltaire onwards
Anbsemitism a term flrdt applied Jbout the middle
of the last century to those who were anin
Jewish in then outlook Although this
attitude was prevalent for religious reasons
throughout the Middle Ages modern anti
eemitism differed (a) in being largely motivated
by economic or political conditions and (6) m
being doctnnane with a pseudo scientific
rationale presented by such men as Gobmeau
(1816-82) and Houston Stewart Chamberlain
(1855-1927) and later by the Nazi and Fascist
philosophers Beginning in Russia and
Hungary with the pogroms of 1882 it gradually
spread south and westwards where m France
the Dreyfus case provided an unsavoury
example in 1894 Thousands of Jews from
Eastern Europe fled to Britain and America
during this period for in these countries anta
semitism has rarely been more than a personal
eccentricity During the last war the murder
of six million Jews by the Nazis and their
accomplices led to a further exodus to various
parts of the world and finally to the creation of
the state of Israel
The individual Jew hater makes unconscious
use of the psychological processes of projection
and displacement his greed or sexual guilt is
projected on to the Jew (or Negro or Catholic)
because he cannot bear to accept them as his
own emotions and his sense of failure in life is
blamed on his chosen scapegoat rather than on
his own inadequacy
But there are social causes too and politicians
in some lands are well versed in the technique
of blaming unsatisfactory conditions (which
they themselves may have in part produced)
upon minority groups and persuading others to
do the same Historically the Jew is ideally
suited for this role of scapegoat (1) in the
Middle Ages when usury was forbidden to
Christians but not to Jews the latter often be
came moneylenders incurring the opprobrium
generally associated with this trade (e a to the
simple minded Russian peasant the Jew often
represented not only the Christ killer but
also the moneylender or small shopkeeper to
whom he owed money) (2) many trades being
closed to Jews it was natural that they con
centrated in others thus arousing suspicions of
influence be Jews are felt to occupy a place
m certain trades and professions which far ex
ceeds their numerical proportion to the popula-
tion as a whole) (3) even with the ending of
ghetto life Jews often occupy en masse some
parts of cities rather than others and this may
lead to resentment on the part of the original
inhabitants who begin to feel themselves dis
possessed (4) Jews tend to form a closed society
and incur the suspicions attached to all closed
societies within which social contacts are largely
limited to members marriage outside the group
is forbidden or strongly disapproved of and
the preservation, among- the orthodox of
cultural and religious barriers tends to isolate
them from their fellow citizens Disenmina
tion hateful as it is does not come from one side
only and it is such barriers as these that help to
maintain an old and cruel folly See Raoism,
Zionism, Judaism
Antivivisection, opposition to scientific expert
mentation upon live animals based according to

